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Abstract. Database privacy is an ambiguous concept, whose meaning
is usually context-dependent. We give a conceptual framework for technologies in that ﬁeld in terms of three dimensions, depending on whose
privacy is considered: i) respondent privacy (to avoid re-identiﬁcation
of patients or other individuals to whom the database records refer); ii)
owner privacy (to ensure that the owner must not give away his dataset);
and iii) user privacy (to preserve the privacy of queries submitted by a
data user). Examples are given to clarify why these are three independent dimensions. Some of the pitfalls related to combining the privacy
interests of respondents, owners and users are discussed. An assessment
of database privacy technologies against the three dimensions is also
included.
Keywords: Statistical database privacy, Private information retrieval,
Privacy-preserving data mining, Security and privacy of electronic health
records.

1

Introduction

The meaning of database privacy is largely dependent on the context where this
concept is being used. In oﬃcial statistics, it normally refers to the privacy of the
respondents to which the database records correspond. In co-operative market
analysis, it is understood as keeping private the databases owned by the various
collaborating corporations. In healthcare, both of the above requirements may
be implicit: patients must keep their privacy and the medical records should not
be transferred from a hospital to, say, an insurance company. In the context
of interactively queryable databases and, in particular, Internet search engines,
the most rapidly growing concern is the privacy of the queries submitted by
users (especially after scandals like the August 2006 disclosure by the AOL
search engine of 36 million queries made by 657000 users). Thus, what makes
the diﬀerence is whose privacy is being sought.
The last remark motivates splitting database privacy in the following three
dimensions:
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1. Respondent privacy is about preventing re-identiﬁcation of the respondents
(e.g. individuals like patients or organizations like enterprises) to which the
records of a database correspond. Usually respondent privacy becomes an
issue only when the database is to be made available by the data collector
(hospital or national statistical oﬃce) to third parties, like researchers or the
public at large.
2. Owner privacy is about two or more autonomous entities being able to compute queries across their databases in such a way that only the results of the
query are revealed.
3. User privacy is about guaranteeing the privacy of queries to interactive
databases, in order to prevent user proﬁling and re-identiﬁcation.
The technologies to deal with the above three privacy dimensions have evolved
in a fairly independent way within research communities with surprisingly little
interaction:
– Respondent privacy is pursued mainly by statisticians and a few computer
scientists working in statistical disclosure control (SDC), also known as statistical disclosure limitation (SDL) or inference control [17,26].
– Owner privacy is the primary though not the only goal 1 of privacy-preserving
data mining (PPDM, [5]), a discipline born in the database and data mining
community. Interestingly enough, the term privacy-preserving data mining
independently and simultaneously appeared in the cryptographic
community [18,19] to denote a special case of secure multiparty computation where each party holds a subset of the records in a database (horizontal
partitioning).
– Finally, user privacy has found solutions mainly in the cryptographic community, where the notion of private information retrieval was invented (PIR, [8]).
Only quite recently some researchers have started to look for holistic privacy
solutions, but to the best of our knowledge no comprehensive technology covering the three dimensions above exists yet. In [6] the apparent conﬂict between
respondent privacy and user privacy is highlighted: it seems necessary for the
data owner to analyze the user queries in order to check that they will not result in disclosure of sensitive respondent data. In [3], a new technology called
hippocratic databases is described which seeks to ensure respondent privacy and
owner privacy; examples related to healthcare are provided, with respondents
being patients and data owners being hospitals.
1.1

Contribution and Plan of this Paper

The general aim of this paper is to clarify the independent nature of the privacy of respondents, owners and users in databases. Speciﬁcally, it will be shown
1

In [13], a PPDM approach based on randomized responses is presented whose primary
aim is claimed to be respondent privacy; however, typical respondents are unlikely to
have or use the proposed randomizing device when answering a survey, whereas data
owners could make use of it to protect their own privacy.
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that guaranteeing privacy for one of those entities does not ensure privacy for
the other two. These three privacy dimensions constitute a conceptual framework that can be used to classify technologies based on whose privacy they
oﬀer.
In Section 2 we show that respondent privacy and owner privacy are independent dimensions. Section 3 illustrates the independence of respondent privacy
and user privacy. Section 4 deals with the independence of owner privacy and
user privacy. A tentative assessment of technologies according to the three privacy dimensions is given in Section 5. Section 6 contains some conclusions on
the simultaneous satisfaction of the three privacy dimensions as well as topics
for future research.

2

Independence of Respondent Privacy vs Owner Privacy

If a dataset is published without any anonymization masking, in general it will
violate both respondent and owner privacy. However, there are more interesting
cases.
Respondent privacy without owner privacy. Consider the patient toy dataset 1 in
Table 1 (left). Assume that the records have been obtained by a pharmaceutical
company which is testing a new drug against hypertension. All patients in the
dataset suﬀered from hypertension before starting the treatment. Direct identiﬁers have been suppressed, but height and weight constitute key attributes in
the sense of [9,20], i.e. they identify the respondent with some degree of ambiguity 2 : an intruder can easily gauge the height and weight of an individual he
knows in order to link the identity of that individual to a record in the dataset.
The remaining attributes (systolic blood pressure and AIDS) are conﬁdential
attributes.
Luckily enough for the patients in Dataset 1 of Table 1, the dataset turns
out to spontaneously satisfy k-anonymity [21,20,23] for k = 3 with respect to
the key attributes (height, weight). In other words, each combination of the key
attributes appears at least 3 times. Thus, if 3-anonymity is considered to be
enough protection for patients, Dataset 1 oﬀers respondent privacy and could
be published as far as the patients are concerned 3 .
However, since Dataset 1 is the one actually obtained in the clinical drug
trial, the pharmaceutical company is unwilling to share those data with possible
2

3

Height and weight make sense as key attributes only in small populations. In large
populations, there are many individuals sharing similar weights and heights. However, we keep those two attributes as example key attributes for the sake of clarity.
If records sharing a combination of key attributes in a k-anonymous dataset
also share the values for one or more conﬁdential attributes, then k-anonymity
does not guarantee respondent privacy. A stronger property called p-sensitive kanonymity [24] is in general required: there should be at least p distinct values of
each conﬁdential attribute within each group of records sharing a combination of
key attributes.
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Table 1. Left, patient data set no. 1. Right, patient data set no. 2.
Height Weight Blood pressure AIDS Height Weight Blood pressure AIDS
(cm) (kg) (syst, mmHg) (Y/N) (cm) (kg) (syst, mmHg) (Y/N)
175
76
117
Y
160
110
146
N
175
76
131
N
170
65
117
Y
175
76
122
N
173
75
131
N
180
81
115
N
175
80
122
N
180
81
122
Y
180
68
115
N
180
81
146
N
183
81
122
Y
190
95
110
N
187
95
110
N
190
95
115
Y
190
95
115
Y
190
95
125
N
192
99
125
N
190
95
140
N
192
101
140
N

competitors. Therefore publication of the dataset is compatible with respondent
privacy but violates the owner privacy.
Respondent privacy and owner privacy. If a dataset is adequately masked before
release, then both owner and respondent privacy are obtained without signiﬁcantly damaging the utility of the data for designated user analyses. There are
plenty of examples in the literature along this line, some of which are:
– In [5], noise addition is used to mask an original dataset for owner privacy
and, to a large extent, for respondent privacy. Regarding utility, the distribution of the original dataset can still be reconstructed from the noise-added
data, so that decision-tree classiﬁers properly run on the masked data.
– In [1], masking through condensation (actually a special case of multivariate
microaggregation, [10]) is proposed to achieve privacy-preserving data mining. Since the covariance structure of the original attributes is preserved, a
variety of analyses can be validly carried out by users on the masked data.
Since microaggregation/condensation with minimum group size k on the key
attributes guarantees k-anonymity ([12]), the approach in [1] can also guarantee respondent privacy.
Hippocratic databases [4,3] mentioned above are a real-world technology integrating k-anonymization for respondent privacy and PPDM based on noise
addition [15] for owner privacy.
Owner privacy without respondent privacy. Imagine that the patient dataset
obtained by the pharmaceutical company is not Dataset 1 in Table 1, but Dataset
2. The new dataset is no longer 3-anonymous with respect to the key attributes
(height, weight). Therefore, releasing a single record is a violation of respondent
privacy: the patient’s blood pressure and AIDS condition could be linked to
his/her identity by means of the unique patient’s key attributes. In fact, merely
revealing the name of a patient who took part in the trial already discloses that
he/she suﬀers from hypertension (only patients with hypertension underwent
the trial).
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However, neither revealing a single record nor the name of someone who took
part in the trial can be said to violate the data owner’s privacy (especially if the
dataset is large). Thus, we can have owner privacy without respondent privacy.
A subtler example is conceivable with the method proposed in [5] and mentioned above. In [11] it is shown that, for higher-dimensional datasets, the property of the method in [5] that the distribution of the original data can be reconstructed from the noise-added data can result in violation of respondent privacy.
The reason is that, for higher dimensions, data tend to become sparse, i.e. with a
lot of rare combinations of attribute values: if the reconstructed distribution ﬁts
the multidimensional histogram of the original data too well, rare combinations
in the original data are disclosed. This is a non-trivial case of owner privacy
without respondent privacy.

3

Independence of Respondent Privacy and User Privacy

The trivial case with neither respondent nor user privacy is the most common
one: a queryable database where neither records nor user queries undergo any
anonymization (in particular, this is the case of Internet search engines). Situations with at least respondent or user privacy are discussed in the next subsections.
Respondent privacy without user privacy. The conﬂict between respondent privacy and user privacy is apparent in statistical disclosure control of interactively
queryable statistical databases. The scenario is a database to which the user
can submit statistical queries (sums, averages, etc.). The aggregate information
obtained by a user as a result of successive queries should not allow him to infer
the values of conﬁdential attributes for speciﬁc individuals (respondent privacy).
Currently employed strategies rely on perturbing, restricting or replacing by intervals the answers to certain queries. Examples of those three strategies can be
found in [7,14,16], respectively.
All SDC methods for interactive statistical databases assume that the data
owner operating the database exactly knows the queries submitted by users.
This knowledge is deemed necessary to check that users do not submit a series
of queries designed to isolate a single record in the database. Thus, there is no
user privacy whatsoever. Even without user privacy, the SDC problem in this
kind of databases is known to be diﬃcult since the 1980s, due to the existence
of the tracker attack [22].
Respondent privacy and user privacy. If the records in an interactively queryable
statistical database are k-anonymous (spontaneously as in Dataset 1 or after a kanonymization process as described in [2,12]), then no user query can jeopardize
respondent privacy. In this case, the use of private information retrieval protocols
to preserve the privacy of user queries can be aﬀorded.
User privacy without respondent privacy. This situation is the most likely one
if private information retrieval is allowed on unmasked records. To illustrate,
assume that PIR is oﬀered on Dataset 2 in Table 1. Even if allowed queries
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are only of statistical nature, a user could take advantage of PIR to submit the
following queries (assuming PIR protocols existed for those query types):
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Dataset 2 WHERE height < 165 AND weight > 105
SELECT AVG(blood pressure) FROM Dataset 2 WHERE height < 165 AND
weight > 105
The ﬁrst query tells the user that there is only one individual in the dataset
smaller than 165 cm and heavier than 105 kg. With this knowledge, the user
can establish that the average blood pressure 146 returned by the second query
corresponds to that single individual, who turns out to be someone suﬀering
from serious hypertension. Re-identifying such a small and heavy individual as
Mr./Mrs. X should not be too diﬃcult. If the user is an insurance company,
Mr./Mrs. X might see his/her life insurance application rejected or accepted
only at an extremely high premium.

4

Independence of Owner Privacy and User Privacy

If a database owner allows unrestricted queries on original data and user queries
are not protected, there is neither owner privacy nor user privacy. The cases with
at least one of both properties are next discussed.
Owner privacy without user privacy. PPDM methods developed in the cryptographic community in the spirit of the seminal paper [18] are special cases of
secure multiparty computation. The idea is that two or more parties owning conﬁdential databases run a data mining algorithm (e.g. a classiﬁer) on the union
of their databases, without revealing any unnecessary information.
Thus, the users coincide with the data owners. However, the focus is on ensuring the privacy of the data owned by each party (owner privacy). The analysis
or data mining algorithm run by the parties is known to all of them. Indeed,
as usual in secure multiparty computation, all parties interactively co-operate
to obtain the result of the analysis. This is hardly compatible with private information retrieval for user privacy. Thus, we can conclude that cryptographic
PPDM oﬀers owner privacy but no user privacy.
Non-cryptographic PPDM methods developed in the data mining community
are friendlier toward user privacy, as will be discussed in the next paragraph
below. However, application of those methods without PIR also leads to owner
privacy without user privacy.
Owner privacy and user privacy. Unlike cryptographic PPDM, non-cryptographic
PPDM developed by data miners is usually non-interactive. The data owner ﬁrst
protects his data and then accepts queries on them. Whatever the case, the data
owner does not need to know the exact query being computed on his protected
data, so that PIR for user privacy is compatible with non-cryptographic PPDM.
One must acknowledge here that, while some PPDM methods like [2] allow
a broad range of analyses/queries to be performed on the protected data, other
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methods have been designed to support a speciﬁc class of analyses on the privacyprotected data (e.g. [5] is designed for decision-tree classiﬁers and methods in [25]
are designed for association rule mining). However, even with the latter methods,
the data owner does not need to know anything about the exact user analyses
beyond the (likely) fact that they belong to the class supported by the PPDM
algorithm.
User privacy without owner privacy. This is the situation if unrestricted PIR
queries are allowed by an owner on his original data. If the database is a public
one and contains non-conﬁdential information, this is the most desirable situation. For example, in the context of Internet search engines, user privacy is
arguably the only privacy that should be cared about.

5

Tentative Technology Scoring

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed three-dimensional conceptual framework, we attempt as an exercise a scoring of the non-exhaustive list
of privacy technologies mentioned in this paper. Table 2 is an assessment of how
well each technology class performs in each privacy dimension. This scoring is
qualitative and tentative, in that we base our assessment on the usual claims of
each technology class, rather than on the actual properties of speciﬁc proposals
within each class. For the reader’s orientation, we mean by SDC the methods
in [17,26]; example proposals of use-speciﬁc non-crypto PPDM are [5,25]; an example generic non-crypto PPDM method is [2]; an example PIR method is [8].
Table 2. Tentative scoring of technology classes
Technology class

Respondent
privacy
SDC
medium-high
Use-speciﬁc non-crypto PPDM
medium
Generic non-crypto PPDM
medium
Crypto PPDM
high
PIR
none
SDC + PIR
medium-high
Use-speciﬁc non-crypto PPDM + PIR medium
Generic non-crypto PPDM + PIR
medium

Owner
User
privacy
privacy
medium
none
medium-high none
medium-high none
high
none
none
high
medium
high
medium-high medium
medium-high high

The rationale for the grades in Table 2 follows:
– Being based on multi-party secure computation, crypto PPDM methods are
the PPDM methods oﬀering highest owner privacy. As a side property, they
also oﬀer respondent privacy (records in the database are not leaked). In comparison, non-crypto PPDM only oﬀers medium-high owner privacy; however,
as argued above, it is more ﬂexible and it can be combined with PIR.
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– A distinction is made between use-speciﬁc and generic non-crypto PPDM:
when use-speciﬁc non-crypto PPDM is combined with PIR, there is some
clue on the queries made by the user (they are likely to correspond to the
uses the PPDM method is intended for); therefore generic non-crypto PPDM
is better for combination with PIR in view of attaining high user privacy.
– Non-crypto PPDM and SDC in Table 2 are assumed to rely on data masking,
rather than on query control.
– If non-crypto PPDM perturbs the data, it normally provides some level of
respondent privacy in addition to owner privacy.
– Similarly, SDC masking normally provides some level of owner privacy in
addition to respondent privacy.
Note that the last two assertions do not contradict the independence between
respondent and owner privacy, justiﬁed in Section 2 above.

6

Conclusions and Future Research

Respondent privacy, owner privacy and user privacy have been shown to be
independent, yet compatible properties. Even though satisfying one of them gives
no assurance about the others, we can state a few lessons learned which can be
used as guidelines to simultaneous fulﬁllment of the three privacy dimensions:
– Respondent privacy relies on data masking (e.g. for k-anonymity) or on query
control (needed if interactive queries against original databases are allowed).
Since query control is hardly compatible with user privacy, data masking
must be used for respondent privacy if the latter property must live together
with user privacy.
– Owner privacy relies on cryptographic or non-cryptographic PPDM. Being
based on interactive multiparty computation, cryptographic PPDM assumes
that the joint computation being carried out is known to all parties, which
is not compatible with user privacy. Therefore, non-cryptographic PPDM
seems a wiser choice if owner privacy is to be made compatible with user
privacy.
– Most forms of non-cryptographic PPDM rely on perturbing the original data.
If this perturbation is such that the underlying data are k-anonymized (as
in [2,12]), then owner and respondent privacy are simultaneously achieved.
Hence, one possible way to fulﬁll the three privacy dimensions is for a database
which is not originally k-anonymous to be k-anonymized (via microaggregationcondensation, recoding, suppression, etc.) and to be added a PIR protocol to
protect user queries.
Future research should explore other possible solutions satisfying the privacy
of respondents, owners and users. Also, the impact on data utility of oﬀering
the three dimensions of privacy (rather than just one or two of them) should
be investigated. An interesting challenge is to oﬀer privacy for everyone without
incurring extra data utility penalties.
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